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Abstract. The Accretion model of Neandertal evolution specifies that this group of Late Pleistocene hominids evolved
in partial or complete genetic isolation from the rest of humanity through the gradual accumulation of distinctive
morphological traits in European populations. As they became more common, these traits also became less variable,
according to those workers who developed the model. Its supporters propose that genetic drift caused this evolution,
resulting from an initial small European population size and either complete isolation or drastic reduction in gene
flow between this deme and contemporary human populations elsewhere. Here, we test an evolutionary model of gene
flow between regions against fossil data from the European population of the Middle and Late Pleistocene. The results
of the analysis clearly show that the European population was not significantly divergent from its contemporaries,
even in a subset of traits chosen to show the maximum differences between Europeans and other populations. The
pattern of changes, over time within Europe of the traits in this subset, does not support the Accretion model, either
because the characters did not change in the manner specified by the model or because the characters did not change
at all. From these data, we can conclude that special phenomena such as near-complete isolation of the European
population during the Pleistocene are not required to explain the pattern of evolution in this region.
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The Neandertals were the Late Pleistocene human popu-
lations living in Europe and parts of Western Asia until ap-
proximately 30,000 years ago, more or less. It has long been
observed that this hominid group was morphologically dif-
ferent from its contemporaries and from later human popu-
lations. In several recent papers, a new theory, called ‘‘Ac-
cretion,’’ has been proposed to describe and account for the
evolution of the European Neandertals. In articulating the
Accretion model, Hublin (1998, p. 307) noted:
Since [450,000 B.P.], the European hominids display the
development of derived morphological features relating
all the known specimens to a unique lineage leading to
the Neandertals. This evolution resulted from an accre-
tion process characterized by the successive occurrence
of new features and by an increase in their frequency
within the pre-Neandertal populations.
All authors do not agree that the Neandertal features are new,
but there is concurrence that they change in frequency during
the Middle Pleistocene.
[The] greater complexity in the patterns of Middle Pleis-
tocene human evolution . . . supports the view that the
accretion of Neanderthal features might result in a shift
in the frequency of the derived conditions rather than
from the clear cut emergence of new morphologies
(Stringer and Hublin 1999, p. 876).
How did this happen? Hublin (1998, p. 307) notes:
The peak of stage 12 (425–480 ky BP) . . . may have
caused a significant demographic crash in the European
populations and triggered their evolutionary divergence.
Added to the founder effect following the initial colo-
nization of Europe by small populations, such events
*The authors contributed equally to this paper.
would have produced genetic drift episodes resulting in
the fixation of derived features. In this view, some of
these features could have developed although they do
not have a clear adaptive significance. This model would
predict a decrease of the variability . . . in the pre-Ne-
andertal/Neandertal populations that experienced major
changes of their size
Similarly, in a study of nasal variation, Maureille and Houet
(1998) suggest that the level of metric variation in the isolated
Neandertal population should be low compared to a noniso-
lated population because of the effect of genetic drift.
Two things are apparent from the quotations provided
above. At one level, the Accretion model is no more than a
hypothesis of pattern: morphological features in the European
Middle and Late Pleistocene appear, at least to some re-
searchers, to ‘‘accrete’’ over time. This usage is essentially
a restatement of mosaic evolution. For this reason, the Ac-
cretion model entails a hypothesis of process: accretion in
features in this particular geographically defined group over
time is due, according to some researchers, to evolution by
genetic drift, caused by the partial or complete isolation of
this lineage. As Dean et al. (1998, p. 505) commented, ‘‘The
primary conclusion one draws from the Accretion model is
that gene flow into Europe was restricted from the middle
Middle Pleistocene well into the Late Pleistocene.’’ Other
researchers take an even stronger position, such as Hublin
(2000, p. 163) who writes, ‘‘More probably, European and
African populations remained isolated for most of the last
half million years.’’
In this paper, we provide a test of the Accretion model,
based on the expected phenotypic divergence of populations
connected by gene flow. This perspective has been lacking
in previous analyses, which depend on the observation of
‘‘distinctive’’ characteristics without making explicit expla-
nations of what such ‘‘distinctiveness’’ actually means. Met-
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ric data from fossil Europeans and non-Europeans reflects
the phenotypic divergence of these populations, and we test
these data from traits that have been suggested to be ‘‘dis-
tinctive’’ among ancient Europeans to evaluate whether they
refute a null hypothesis of interregional gene flow. Our results
indicate that no model of isolation is required to explain the
pattern of European metric data, and these data fail to indicate
an accretion of features over time in the European population
of the Middle and Late Pleistocene.
TESTING GENE FLOW
It was Howell (1952) who first systematically addressed
the issue of interregional gene flow among ancient humans,
assessing divergent evolutionary trends in the Western Eu-
ropean Neandertals (then thought to be) dated to the last
glaciation and attributing these divergent trends to the effects
of isolation caused by the glaciation itself. But the Accretion
model requires that this isolation extend over much of the
Middle and Late Pleistocene, a much longer time period over
which there are no geographic, climatic, or other factors that
would appear to present barriers to gene flow to and from
Europe for all or most of the relevent time span. Instead we
may expect that Pleistocene glaciations, which periodically
reduced the habitable land area of Europe by as much as two-
thirds, resulted in a large amount of gene flow into and out
of Europe as people tracked habitable zones and encountered
populations in adjacent regions. This tracking has been one
explanation for certain morphological similarities between
Europeans and some West Asians of the Late Pleistocene.
Indeed, the only possible source of isolation during this entire
time period would seem to be simple geographic distance,
which would imply some limit on the rate of gene flow, but
not an absolute one. These factors argue that we cannot as-
sume the complete isolation of European hominids, without
first subjecting the hypothesis of gene flow to an appropriate
test. A null hypothesis with respect to gene flow is then that
the European population was connected to others in a pattern
of isolation-by-distance. Within this framework, the specific
level of gene flow may be unknown, but if a test fails to
reject a particular level of gene flow, we will have no par-
ticular reason to believe that it did not occur.
As noted in the introduction, several researchers have in-
dicated that the level of morphological distinctiveness of
Pleistocene Europeans implies that the level of gene flow
between this population and its contemporaries was very low
or nonexistent. Historically, researchers have considered dis-
crete traits among Pleistocene Europeans to be ‘‘distinctive’’
if they occur at low—though usually unspecified—frequen-
cies in other human populations. Indeed, in light of the fact
that no external isolating mechanism is apparent between
Europe and other regions, some researchers have posited that
these ‘‘distinctive’’ morphological features themselves
caused isolation of the European population, by interfering
with mate recognition among contemporary hominids. But
as noted above, there is no nonmorphological reason to sus-
pect very strong isolation of Pleistocene Europeans, and
claims of isolation based on morphology have without ex-
ception been made without any formal test of either the fre-
quencies of traits or their significance.
Although we agree that traits are sufficient to form a hy-
pothesis of some limitation on the level of gene flow, they
have not yet provided a test of a gene flow hypothesis
(Løfsvold 1988). What we need is some information about
the probability distribution from which the distinctive traits
of Pleistocene Europeans are drawn. Any random collection
of traits, especially in a small sample, will contain some
apparently ‘‘distinctive’’ characters whose frequencies are
different among predefined groups. As we examine the small
set of specimens more carefully, it is inevitable that we will
find more such traits, or worse, that we will find many cor-
related traits and count them as independent ones. For Pleis-
tocene Europeans, no one has yet tried to count the number
or proportion of morphological features that are not distinc-
tive. Because the number of such traits that we might have
examined—but did not—is potentially very large, we cannot
even arrive at an estimate of how ‘‘distinctive’’ the European
population might have been, much less any estimate of the
rate of gene flow. This is because even though we could
choose to take observations on a large set of additional, non-
distinctive features, there is nothing to tell us just how large
a set we should choose, making any estimate of proportion
meaningless. Further, for each additional character that we
added, we would need estimates of its covariances with the
other characters, but such estimates will have little accuracy
on the limited set of fossil specimens available to us. Clearly
for these reasons, no accurate picture of the distribution of
distinctiveness in traits can be available to us.
Some have suggested that if Europeans were isolated dur-
ing the Pleistocene, then we should expect to find that the
population should have a low level of metric variability (Dean
et al. 1998; Hublin 1998; Maureille and Houet 1998). But in
general it is not true that a reduced level of genetic variation,
whatever the cause, leads to a reduced level of phenotypic
variation of metric characters (Falconer and Mackay 1996).
This is often because an inbred population with less genetic
variation usually will exhibit increased nongenetic variance.
For this reason and for the reason of small sample sizes, we
cannot feel confident about any assessment of the level of
gene flow based only on the within-European level of phe-
notypic variation.
A distribution that is available to us is the distribution of
how much phenotypic difference should exist among sub-
populations connected by gene flow. In other words, although
we do not know what proportion of traits among Pleistocene
Europeans are divergent, we do know how divergent some
‘‘distinctive’’ traits are. We can use this distribution to test
whether the level of phenotypic ‘‘distinctiveness’’ of those
traits is surprising under the null hypothesis of gene flow.
This distribution is model-specific, which means that we must
specify an evolutionary model and from it derive the expected
distribution of morphological change.
Such an analysis will allow the comparison of traits known
to be ‘‘distinctive,’’ to whatever degree, to a relevant prob-
ability distribution describing the level of difference that
should exist between a subpopulation and the total population
under the hypothesis of gene flow. It is important to note that
this method does not allow an estimate of the level of gene
flow. We intend to test a null hypothesis that an equilibrium
level of gene flow connected the European human population
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with the rest of the world during the period from roughly
500,000 to 40,000 years ago. If the available data do not
reject this hypothesis, then we must conclude that the dis-
tribution of skeletal traits in Pleistocene European popula-
tions is not unusual under a model of isolation-by-distance,
and there is no need to posit extraordinary isolating factors,
including speciation, to account for their evolution.
EVOLUTIONARY MODEL
Intuitively, it would seem that a greater level of isolation
would cause a greater level of phenotypic divergence of sub-
populations, which is the basic assumption of the Accretion
model. However, in order to derive the distribution of phe-
notypic divergence, we will need to consider the genetic and
nongenetic factors that cause phenotypic change to occur.
These include two primary genetic causes—natural selection
and genetic drift. They also include two primary nongenetic
causes—changes in environmental variance and interaction
variance. There is no consensus on the importance of any of
these forces on any of the characters that we might observe
in Pleistocene Europeans, and we cannot consider any of them
to be a priori a more likely source of change. However, we
are primarily interested in whether gene flow may be ex-
cluded by morphological data. The major weakness in ex-
amining this question is that under certain regimes of selec-
tion or changes in environment, no test of gene flow may be
possible. For this reason, we first outline the conditions that
may lead to significant change within the European popu-
lation even if gene flow from other regions was always pres-
ent.
The most obvious possible source of change over time in
this population is selection. We cannot reject, and do not
attempt to reject, the possibility that selection has exerted a
primary influence on the pattern of morphological variation
of Pleistocene Europeans. For many of the ‘‘distinctive’’ fea-
tures found in this population, realistic selective regimes may
be imagined that would have changed the distribution of phe-
notypic values in the observed way. Indeed, illuminating
these selective explanations has been a primary goal of evo-
lutionary research on this group (Trinkaus 1992). Selection
concerns us here primarily because if we find any unusual
level of interpopulation difference in the phenotypic value
of a trait, it may be the result of selection and not of restricted
gene flow. This is a significant problem for the researcher
attempting to confirm a hypothesis of isolation, because to
refute gene flow with selection she or he would first have to
refute every possible selective mechanism that may apply to
the traits examined, which is the primary criticism that has
been leveled at studies attempting to demonstrate European
isolation from morphological characters. In the following,
we attempt to test the hypothesis of gene flow without se-
lection, leaving the consideration of selection to the discus-
sion.
Other factors that may cause significant phenotypic change
within the European population over time include changes
in the environmental component of variance (VE), presence
of a significant interaction variance (VI), and changes in the
mutational variance (VM). Of these factors, the least important
is the last, because the mutation rate among coding loci is
unlikely to have varied enough among human populations
over the course of the past 400,000 years to cause a large
difference in either the rate of phenotypic change or the level
of phenotypic variance. Differences in VE and VI are more
difficult to dismiss, both because of the unique character of
the European environment compared to other regions during
large stretches of the Middle and Late Pleistocene and be-
cause of the often rapid climatic changes that characterized
this period of time. The actions of either of these factors are
formally similar to selection, in that either of them may cause
significant phenotypic divergence of populations even in the
presence of gene flow. Like selection, VE and VI have been
suggested as primary influences on morphological change in
Pleistocene Europeans, although the persistence of particular
phenotypic values for traits in vastly different climatic re-
gimes partially belies such assertions. Nevertheless, we con-
sider these factors in the same class as selection in their
potential effects on phenotypic traits, and as in the case of
selection, we attempt to refute a model in which they are
assumed to have no effect. Therefore, the model that we
describe here is a neutral model with gene flow between
regions in which neither selection nor environmental effects
have played any significant role in differentiating regions,
keeping in mind the considerable probability that many traits
may differentiate Europeans because of these other reasons.
Under this model, the expected genetic differentation of
subpopulations is a simple function of the past rate of mi-
gration between regions. The actual amount of migration in
the past is unknown and probably varied over time. However,
an interesting hypothesis to consider is that the genetic dif-
ferentiation among humans today, with an FST between con-
tinental regions between 0.10 and 0.15, was caused by an
equilibrium level of gene flow between the same regions in
the past. Under this hypothesis, the expected variance in the
phenotypic means of groups connected by gene flow is given
by Rogers and Harpending (1983, eq. 15) as:
R02 2E{s } 5 2s (1)y a 1 2 R0
where is the variance in the phenotypic differences of the2sy
groups from the centroid, is the within-group additive2sa
genetic variance, and R0 is simply Wright’s (1951) FST. The
within-group additive genetic variance may be estimated as
the within-group phenotypic variance, , divided by the her-2sP
itability, h2.
In a similar vein, Lande (1979, p. 410) provides a ‘‘scaled
square of generalized genetic distance’’:
t
T 21¯y G y (2)
Ne
which is distributed as x2 with one degree of freedom, where
y is the vector of phenotypic difference of the subpopulation
from the centroid, simply z1 2 z0 in the case of a single trait.
The scaling factor here, (t/Ne)Ḡ21, is the multiplicative in-
verse of the expected amount of phenotypic diversification
of the subpopulation, assuming isolation (Lande 1979, p.
409).
In the case of gene flow, we can substitute the inverse of
the right half of equation 1, above, for the scaling factor in
equation 2, obtaining:
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2 22F h sST P
as the square of phenotypic difference of the subpopulation
from the centroid, scaled to the expectation of that difference
under equilibrium migration, and distributed as x2 with one
degree of freedom. For FST 5 0.15, this reduces to:
2(z̄ 2 z̄ )1 02.83 3 (4)
2 2h sP
We can use this expression to test the null hypothesis of
equilibrium gene flow between the European population and
the rest of the world duirng the Middle and Late Pleistocene.
If our set of ‘‘distinctive traits’’ in fact are markers of evo-
lutionary isolation of this lineage, then the level of morpho-
logical divergence of these traits should be very great, com-
pared to the expectation under the hypothesis of gene flow.
If none, or very few, of these traits are more divergent than
expected under the hypothesis of gene flow, then certainly
this hypothesis cannot be refuted by these traits. Therefore,
we can compare the level of difference in this subset of traits
with the 95% confidence limit of the x2 distribution with one
degree of freedom. If these traits are not significantly dif-
ferent between the European population and other popula-
tions, then these data do not reject the hypothesis of gene
flow.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Following the categories used by Dean et al. (1998, Table
1), we examined three samples of European hominids to test
the Accretion model of founder effect and/or isolation in
Europe, especially during the last glaciation (Tables 1–6).
Only adults or older juveniles when the morphology is not
affected by increased age are used in the tables. Sex is not
considered (as it is not in the other studies discussed here)
because it cannot be reliably established for most of the frag-
mentary specimens.
Specimen Selection
Our selection of specimens and their group affiliations con-
form to Dean and colleagues (1998), with two exceptions.
First, we added specimens such as the Ceprano vault (Ascenzi
et al. 1996) and the Apidima crania (Coutselinis et al. 1991)
that they did not include. Second, we did not consider any
of the Asian specimens discussed in the Dean et al. (1998)
and Maureille and Houet (1998) papers, in particular omitting
Shanidar, Amud, and Teshik Tash. We regard our exami-
nation of the Accretion model as a question of isolation, drift,
and independent evolution in Europe; the broader the area
encompassed, the less likely that any model of isolation is
valid. It was the European Neandertals who presumably were
isolated during the last glaciation, and not those from Western
Asia. By restricting the problem to a European one, we may
more validly examine the possible isolation of Neandertals,
and we are being conservative, in that it makes it more likely
that the later Neandertals can be shown to have reduced var-
iation, as the Accretion model predicts. The geographic areas
represented in our three samples are more or less the same
(an exact statement of area is impossible because each com-
parison we made incorporates somewhat different sample
compositions since all cranial parts are not equally repre-
sented).
Sample Selection
Using the theory described above, it is possible to develop
a very precise testing procedure based on the phenotypic
values of individual specimens and conditioned on their chro-
nological dates. However, sophisticated approaches using in-
dividual dates are of little use to us, because the dates for
many of the specimens are very imperfectly known. For ex-
ample, the earliest large site in our sample, Atapuerca, has
estimates of geologic age varying by a factor of two, with a
minimum date of 200,000 years ago and a maximum date of
some 350,000 years (Parés et al. 2000). In view of the lack
of temporal resolution for these specimens, we found it more
easily defensible to follow precedent by collapsing the sam-
ple into three time segments: pre-Neandertals, early Nean-
dertals, and Würm Neandertals. We chose samples as similar
as possible to those that have been presented in support of
Accretion, although we did not retain the four-sample divi-
sion of Dean et al. (1998) because of uncertainties of data
that make membership in those two pre-Neandertal groups
problematic. The Accretion model stipulates that it is the
comparison of pre-Neandertals with Neandertals that is of
key importance, and we have retained these groups. Not all
the specimens are radiometrically dated and in some cases
group membership was determined from geological or strati-
graphic considerations. The ages represented for each sample
group in Tables 1–6 differ, because the samples differ, but
under the assumptions that they all sample the same groups,
and that the specimens not directly dated fall within the rang-
es of the dated specimens for each sample, the three groups
more or less extend across 20,000 years (Würm Neandertals),
40,000 years (Early Neandertals), and approximately 200,000
years (Pre-Neandertals). The consequences of the different
age spans are reviewed in Table 9. All of the age-related
questions are reviewed in Wolpoff (1999) and sources there-
in.
Tests of the three different time periods may not form
independent tests of the hypothesis of gene flow, if the ef-
fective size of the population during these time periods was
very large, because genetic drift will not equilibrate a very
large population during the time spans involved. However,
the worldwide effective size has been estimated on the basis
of other evidence as less than 20,000 effective individuals
(Harpending et al. 1998; Hawks et al. 2000). The effective
size within Europe alone is unlikely to have exceeded one
tenth of the worldwide amount, and therefore was apparently
sufficiently small to allow independent tests of gene flow for
the three temporal groups addressed here. A small effective
size itself does not address the phylogenetic status of Pleis-
tocene Europeans (Hawks et al. 2000).
Using the groupings presented in Dean et al. (1998), wheth-
er or not they are construed to be evolutionary stages, does
not imply our acceptance of their validity. We do not nec-
essarily agree with either the groupings or their purported
evolutionary meaning. If this grouping does not support the
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1 A one sided t-test shows this mean differs significantly from the Pre-Neandertal mean with a significance of P 5 0.01.
2 An F-test shows the variance differs significantly from the Pre-Neandertal variance with a significance of P 5 0.05.













































































Accretion model, however, it is reasonable to ask what more
appropriate grouping we should have examined.
Trait Selection
We limited our examination to features that Dean et al.
(1998), Rak et al. (1996), and/or Hublin (1998) propose to
be unique or very frequent features of the Neandertals, be-
cause variation in these traits is explained by the Accretion
model. We omitted traits with sample sizes too small for any
determination of statistical significance in the comparisons.
This selected sample is no less likely to exhibit evolutionary
changes than other traits we might have chosen to examine,
and the traits we examined are easily recognizable. We fo-
cused on features that could be quantified, rather than on
discrete characters, in order to test the changes in means and
in the magnitude of variation that the Accretion model re-
quires, and to examine the conditions under which selection
or drift could account for their change. Our features are not
exhaustive, but were picked to maximize sample size and
represent different parts of the cranium, face, and dentition.
These include the height of the mastoid process below the
digastric sulcus (the projection of the mastoid below the cra-
nial base is minimal in Neandertals, Table 1), nasal breadth
(large in Neandertals, Table 2), relatively and absolutely tall
orbits (Table 3), flattening of the lambdoidal region (as ex-
pressed in the lambdoidal depression index, Table 4), fora-
men magnum elongation (Table 5), and relative maxillary
incisor breadth (the lateral incisor is often as broad as or
broader than the central one, Table 6). We also examined
changes in cranial capacity (Table 7). Large cranial capacity
is not distinctive in Neandertals to the exclusion of later
humans, but important in subsequent discussion. Many au-
thors contend its evolution, as revealed by the changes shown
in Table 7, like the evolution of other features would have
to be explained as a homoplasy if Neandertals were geneti-
cally isolated from other human populations, and therefore
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TABLE 3. Orbit shape (100 3 Height/Breadth).
Würm Neandertals
Height













































































1 Differs from the Pre-Neandertal mean at P 5 0.01.
2 The mean difference from the Pre-Neandertals is almost significant at P 5 0.05.
TABLE 4. Lambdoidal depression index (100 3 Lambda-inion chord/Biasterionic diameter).



















La Chaise (Suard) 2
Saccopastore 1
Krapina 5

















































1 An F-test shows that variance of the Würm Neandertals differs significantly from the Early Neandertals and Pre-Neandertals at P 5 0.01.
hold its variation to be an argument against isolation. Metric
data were collected by one of the authors (MHW) on the
original specimens, except for measurements of Ceprano (As-
cenzi et al. 1996), Apidima (Coutselinis et al. 1991), and the
Atapuerca crania (Arsuaga et al. 1997; Martı́nez-Labarga and
Arsuaga 1997). The cranial capacities are from published
sources.
Computational Methods
The mean and standard deviation for each character within
each group of Europeans were estimated from the metric data.
The worldwide mean during these time periods was also es-
timated, as the sample mean of all non-European specimens
available, with the exception of those West Asian samples
that have been considered to be Neandertals by some authors,
notably the Shanidar hominids, Tabun 1, and Amud 1. The
worldwide mean is therefore conservative, in that we ex-
cluded the European sample from it and all those specimens
that have been suggested to have European affinities. Such
conservatism is desirable considering that the European sam-
ple is relatively large compared to that from other regions,
and its inclusion would likely shift the centroid closer to
Europe. Interestingly, however, experimental inclusion of the
West Asian specimens in the worldwide sample did not alter
the results, because these specimens are apparently not spe-
cifically like Europeans for these metric characterisitics.
The lumping across timespans of the non-European sample
is not ideal, but we followed it because of some significant
sampling problems for non-Europeans during this time pe-
riod. There have been significant difficulties in the dates of
some of the non-European specimens. Both the relatively
smaller sample size of this set of specimens and the fact that
the dates of some individual specimens, such as the Ngan-
dong hominids from Java, cannot be localized to within
200,000 years interfere both with our ability to divide the
specimens into time periods and with our ability to recognize
temporal trends in the data. Additionally, those specimens
for which relatively accurate assessments of date do exist
show a bias toward relatively more ancient specimens in some
regions (East Asia) and relatively recent ones in others (West
Asia), confounding the issues of temporal change with geo-
graphic variation. For these reasons, except as noted below,
we assume that the non-European means did not change dur-
ing the relevant time periods.
If changes in the non-European means did occur and ren-
dered the European population more divergent during a time
period than our estimate indicates, our assumption would be
nonconservative because it would make the European pop-
ulation look more similar to the worldwide mean than it
actually was. We checked for this possibility by looking for
trends over time, as far as we could identify them, in the
non-European sample. For many of the characters, including
nasal breadth, foramen magnum shape, and orbit shape, the
non-European specimens simply did not appear to change
over time. However, in two cases, mastoid length and lamb-
doidal depression, the non-Europeans did appear to exhibit
1480 J. HAWKS AND M. H. WOLPOFF











































1 The Neandertal sample is too small to divide into Early and Würm groups,
we consider them together because the foramen magnum should be relatively
long in both according to the Accretion model.
TABLE 6. Relative maxillary incisor breadths of European hominids.
Würm Neandertals
100 3 I2 breadth
/I1 breadth Early Neandertals



























La Chaise (Delaunay) 18
Krapina 46































1 Mean not significant to the nearest 10th, but presented to show slight difference between samples.
a trend opposite in direction to the direction of change within
Europe. In these two cases, the later group of non-Europeans
was more different from later Europeans than was the overall
non-European mean, and in these cases we tested explicitly
against contemporary samples rather than across time peri-
ods. In only one of these characters, the degree of lambdoidal
depression, did the trend in non-European specimens make
a difference in the result, causing the sample mean of the
Würm Neandertals to diverge from the sample non-European
mean more than the expected amount, while it did not do so
when compared to the full set of non-Europeans. For cranial
capacity, the non-Europeans had a significant trend in the
same direction as the Europeans, this resulted in later Eu-
ropeans being more similar to later non-Europeans than to
the overall non-European sample, as reported below.
With these data, the computation of our tests is quite
straightforward. If the European phenotypic mean for a char-
acter is found to differ from the non-European mean by more
than the 95% limit of the x2 distribution, then the character
is surprisingly divergent in the European population during
that time period, assuming our evolutionary model is correct.
If few characters are found to be surprising using these cri-
teria, then our evolutionary model, the hypothesis of neutral
evolution with gene flow, will not be rejected by this pro-
cedure. The strength of this test depends on the accuracy of
estimates of mean and standard deviation from the available
data. Given the small sample sizes, the strength of the method
is an appropriate concern, and we report the standard errors
of all these estimates.
RESULTS
The results of the analysis are fairly unambiguous (Table
8). Of the 19 comparisons of groups, the sample mean of the
European group was significantly different from the non-
European sample mean only four times. Each of these four
represented a sample difference between European and non-
European groups that exceeded the 95% probability threshold
of divergence, but these were the only four comparisons that
did so, assuming that the heritability of the traits equals 0.5.
The rest of the comparisons yielded no significant difference
between the European and non-European sample means, and
even taking the differences at face value, the levels of dif-
ference between the samples were well within the range ex-
pected for a subpopulation with gene flow.
A finer temporal subsampling of the non-Europeans tends
to make an additional comparison significant also, the lamb-
doidal depression in Würm Neandertals. However, such finer
sampling renders the cranial capacity of the same group in-
significant, so the overall result is unchanged. This same
measurement is evaluated as divergent when compared to the
entire set of non-Europeans if we disregard the lack of sig-
nificant difference, under the assumption that heritability
equals 0.25, this being the only measurement where this as-
sumption of lower heritability changes the result.
If these characters are indeed representative of the ‘‘dis-
tinctiveness’’ of the Pleistocene European population, then
we must conclude that the population is surprisingly not
‘‘distinctive’’ at all. Instead, they are no farther from the
worldwide phenotypic mean for most of these ‘‘distinctive’’
characters than would be expected for a random set of char-
acters in a population connected to others by gene flow. These
data clearly do not justify an interpretation of isolation or
other special explanations to explain the evolution of people
in this region.
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1 This value is a likely minimum.
2 A t test shows this mean differs from the Würm Neandertal mean with a significance of P 5 0.01. None of the variances differ significantly.
Do the Characters ‘‘Accrete’’?
As we discuss the particular characters below, we caution
that the observed changes in phenotype of these characters
over time are obtained from a very small number of speci-
mens. We describe changes in the characters here as an em-
pirical exercise, because they make quite clear that the data,
such as they are, do not support an intrepretation of ‘‘accre-
tion’’ of unique character states over time in the European
sequence. Where these patterns of change over time are sta-
tistically significant, we make explicit the level of statistical
significance in the tables and in our description.
One character is an exception to the apparent pattern of
similarity between Europeans and non-Europeans and might
illuminate the process of character accretion, if it occurred.
Two of the significantly divergent group comparisons oc-
curred for the mastoid height from digastric sulcus. Impor-
tantly, these two comparisons were significantly divergent in
opposite directions: the Pre-Neandertals were unusually tall
compared to non-Europeans, whereas the Würm Neandertals
were unusually short. An examination of only the non-Eu-
ropean specimens closest in time to these groups increases
the significance of the comparisons. Empirically, it would
seem that an early European population that had significantly
diverged from other populations evolved first to be more
similar to them and then to assume the opposite condition.
The change between Pre-Neandertal and later samples, which
is statistically significant (P , 0.01) does not support the
Accretion model, which predicts that earlier European pop-
ulations should diverge with less magnitude than later Eu-
ropeans, but in the same direction.
The Accretion model is also not supported by change in
other characters. For example, the orbit shape index is less
in Pre-Neandertals than the non-European mean, then in-
creases significantly (P , 0.05) in Early Neandertals, and
appears to decrease slightly, although not significantly, in
Würm Neandertals in the direction of the non-European
mean. This pattern of evolution clearly cannot be described
as ‘‘accretion’’ in the sense of the Accretion model. Fur-
thermore, unlike the first two characters, the remaining char-
acters simply do not change significantly in Europe over time.
Nasal breadth, lambdoidal depression, foramen magnum
shape, and relative maxillary incisor breadth have no signif-
icant change in phenotype over time in the European se-
quence. This is strong evidence that the Accretion model does
not provide an accurate account of evolutionary pattern in
Europe.
Level of Variation
A second issue raised by the Accretion model is the level
of phenotypic variation within European samples. Some re-
searchers have examined the variance of metric features in
Europe, expecting decreases in variance to be the result of
genetic drift (e.g., Dean 1998; Hublin 1998; Maureille and
Houet 1998). As we have noted above, this issue is not es-
pecially relevant to evolutionary pattern because genetic drift
does not typically reduce phenotypic variance in an inbred
subpopulation (Falconer and Mackay 1996). Nevertheless,
the available data allow us to examine whether phenotypic
variance decreased over time in Europe, and for most of these
characters it did not. Orbit shape, nasal breadth, foramen
magnum shape, and relative maxillary incisor breadth all
show no significant change in variance between any time
periods in Europe, and many of these appear to increase in
variance over time rather than decrease. Only mastoid height
and lambdoidal depression decrease significantly in variance
over time between European samples. These two cases are
interesting, because in both cases it is the reduced variation
of Würm Neandertals that causes this group to differ signif-
icantly from the non-European mean, accounting for half the
total cases of significant phenotypic divergence in Europe.
The decreased variance of this group, which does not occur
for other characters, would suggest that either selection or
sample bias has given us a Würm sample with less than the
expected amount of variance.
Cranial Capacity
Cranial capacity increases significantly within the Euro-
pean sample without a significant change in variability (Table
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TABLE 8. Results: Column 4 reports whether the sample means of European and non-European specimens are significantly different. Columns
6 and 8 report whether the level of difference between the sample means produces a x2 greater than the 95% confidence threshold, which is



























































































































































Mastoid height2 Würm 0.32 yes 7.55 yes 15.1 yes
Lambdoidal
depression2
Würm 5.4 yes 39.3 yes 78.7 yes
Cranial capacity2 Würm 77 no 2.02 no 4.04 yes
1 Comparisons are made with ln-transformed data. This transform had no effect on the results.
2 Comparisons made with later part of non-European sample only.


















1 Calculations as described in Lande (1976, equations 12 and 19), where the
difference in means is given as the difference between the means of the ln-
transformed data, divided by the average standard deviation of these data. Se-
lection calculated is the minimum selective mortality (proportion culled per
generation) in the absence of drift assuming h2 5 0.5, and the effective pop-
ulation size (Ne) is the magnitude required for a 5% chance that a change at
least as large as the observed change could be caused by drift in the complete
absence of selection. Both drift and selection in a population connected to others
by gene flow are possible explanations for the observed changes.
7). This increase results in the Würm Neandertals exhibiting
a significant deviation from the overall non-European mean.
Large cranial capacity, however, is not a Neandertal auta-
pomorphy. It increases in the non-European sample over time
also (Ruff et al. 1997), and its increase is usually and logically
attributed to selection. This pattern of increase is fully con-
sistent with a model of gene flow between these groups, as
demonstrated by the non-significant difference between the
Würm Neandertals and the Late Pleistocene subset of non-
European specimens (Table 8).
Cranial capacity evolution differs from the other characters
in that we can show that it is guided by selection and not
drift. Following Lande (1976) we examined the strength of
selection and the minimum amount of genetic drift (measured
by effective population size) necessary to explain the rate of
change in cranial capacity among our European samples.
These models are somewhat unrealistic because they assume
no gene flow into Europe from elsewhere; we use it for il-
lustration only. Examination of changes in cranial capacity
under the drift hypothesis (based on data in Table 7) shows
a pattern of Ne variation that could be compatible with neutral
genetic drift in Europe alone (Table 9), but this hypothesis
is unlikely considering that the worldwide human population,
with Ne estimated at 10,000 to 20,000 individuals, appears
to undergo approximately the same magnitude of change
across the human range during the same time period (Ruff
et al. 1997). Therefore drift is an unreasonable explanation.
The strongest minimum pruning selection these changes re-
quire is on the order of 1023, which seems entirely credible
for evolutionary changes in cranial capacity in ancient hu-
mans.
Though Würm Neandertals do not differ from non-Euro-
peans more than we would expect if the populations ex-
changed genes, this group is larger than their non-European
contemporaries in cranial capacity. This increased size could
have several consequences reflected in the anatomical chang-
es discussed here. One of these may be in orbit height, which
shows a nonsignificant increase that may reflect increasing
cranial capacity, because these two features are related in
humans (Schultz 1965). Another may be the projection of
the mastoid process, suggested by the fact that whereas pro-
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jection below the digastric sulcus decreases over time in Eu-
rope (Table 1), the projection of the mastoid below the Frank-
furt Horizontal remains the same, and is the same in living
Europeans (Dean et al. 1998; Martı́nez-Labarga and Arsuaga
1997; Vallois 1969). The difference between samples prob-
ably reflects the posterior-inferior expansion of the cranial
base that follows from the increased cranial capacity among
Neandertals (Table 7). Therefore, we cannot reject the hy-
pothesis that the significant divergences observed between
some European groups and contemporary non-Europeans are
related to differences in cranial capacity observed in later
Europeans.
All these characters are fully consistent with a model of
gene flow between Pleistocene Europeans and non-Europe-
ans. The data give us no reason to believe that any significant
isolation occurred among these groups. Recalling the im-
portant possibility that selection or environmental variance
may have influenced changes in any of these traits, we may
question whether the data demonstrate Europeans to be par-
ticularly distinctive at all. It is certain that the hypothesis of
gene flow is not refuted.
DISCUSSION
Obviously we would prefer to have a larger sample of fossil
hominids to examine questions of gene flow, but we can only
work with the sample at hand and accept its limitations. The
Accretion model that we have addressed must depend on the
same sample and, of course, has the same limitations. One
could argue that the constraints imposed by the sample make
any statement of evolutionary model imprecise to the point
where it risks invalidity, and we sympathize with this view.
Nonetheless, the Accretion model has been widely published
and accepted as an explanatory hypothesis, and we cling to
the simple principle that if there is sufficient reason to believe
a hypothesis, there must be sufficient data to test it.
Given that the very data that have been used to generate
the Accretion model apparently provide no support for it, we
must wonder why the model exists. The reason is an artifact
of the history of anthropology. The Accretion model is a
variant of polygenism, much like the pseudo-evolutionary
model proposed by Coon (1962) in which human subspecies
were thought to have evolved in parallel, in virtual or com-
plete isolation from each other. Today, no one contends that
living human groups have independent origins early in the
Pleistocene. But polygenism has been resurrected by scien-
tists who assert that such separate origins do in fact exist:
evolution in isolation for recent human groups in the Late
Pleistocene (discussed by Templeton 1998), and separate or-
igins for ancient human groups in the Early Pleistocene, de-
lineated for archaic Europeans by the Accretion model.
The key feature of pseudo-evolutionary polygenism is its
reliance on massive parallelism to explain evolutionary trends
shared by different groups. When researchers describe the
phylogeny of our genus in terms of a ‘‘bush’’ of hominid
species during the past two million years, usually unstated
is the fact that whenever this ‘‘bushlike’’ pattern is subjected
to phylogenetic analysis, hefty levels of homoplasy are the
necessary result. Such homoplasy can be explained under this
hypothesis only by the interpretation that any long-term evo-
lutionary trends are parallel developments in separated ge-
netic systems. Even explanations of behavioral evolution
have come to require parallelism to account for what can be
readily observed in the archaeological record (Mellars 1989).
As archaeologists grapple with the questions of how and
where modern human behaviors arose in the Late Pleistocene,
the fact that they appear in European Neandertals and sub-
Saharan Africans at about the same time also requires that
modern human behaviors evolved independently and in par-
allel (Zilhão and D’Errico 1999), for those who assume that
Neandertals are a different species.
The Accretion model, as a descriptive hypothesis, does not
make explicit whether distinct lineages or separate demes
within a single species are thought to underlie this pattern,
but neither of these can resolve the problems raised by the
underlying polygenic interpretation. Limiting our investi-
gations to crania, the subject of this paper, the foremost evo-
lutionary trend among all representatives of Pleistocene
Homo is the expansion of brain size, but others include:
(1) reduction in the cranial superstructures (central and
lateral supraorbital and nuchal tori) and in cranial bone
thickness; (2) expansion of the occipital plane of the
occiput at the expense of the nuchal (muscle-bearing)
plane; (3) expansion of the superciliary aspect of the
supraorbital torus, while the lateral structures reduce and
in some cases degenerate; (4) anterior dental reduction;
and (5) nasal breadth reduction.
Any account of evolution within our genus must explain these
facts. The only explanation provided by the Accretion model
and other polygenic variants is parallelism.
At the extreme, Tattersall (1996, p. 52) defends an inter-
pretation of multiple contemporary Homo species in the Pleis-
tocene and explains the parallel evolutionary trends this in-
terpretation requires as follows:
‘‘Natural selection takes place at the level of the local
population, and in similar circumstances closely related
populations are likely to respond to ecological pressures
or other agents of natural selection upon them in similar
ways. These various considerations will hold true even
when such local populations have become individual
evolutionary entities. When, that is, speciation has in-
tervened between them.’’
It is of interest to compare this with Wiley’s (1981, p. 25)
definition of the evolutionary species: ‘‘a single lineage of
ancestral-descendant populations which maintains its identity
from other lineages and which has its own evolutionary ten-
dencies and historical fate.’’ It is plain that if Tattersall is
correct then the evolutionary species definition must be in-
valid, because different closely related species might be ex-
pected to have the same evolutionary tendencies. Alterna-
tively, if the definition is valid and provides a means of
comparing present and past species, then Tattersall is incor-
rect in presuming that a number of the same long-term evo-
lutionary trends can take place in different species (especially
in the human case; Wolpoff 1994), when the purported spe-
cies are wide-ranging and contiguous. We prefer the second
alternative as by far a more likely, and more testable, prop-
osition. Parallelism does occur in evolution and is more com-
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mon among closely related species than among distantly re-
lated groups. However, the level of parallelism required to
support a ‘‘bushlike’’ interpretation of our evolution is in-
supportable, when compared to the more parsimonious al-
ternative of gene flow among groups. There is no scientific
basis for any polygenic theory of human evolution (Wolpoff
and Caspari 1997).
By directly testing the hypothesis of gene flow among these
ancient groups, we provide a novel way to address the an-
cestry of recent humans. Rogers (1995) points out the dif-
ficulty of testing the hypothesis of replacement of ancient
humans isolated within regions with humans of geographi-
cally separate origins. However, the polygenic model based
on replacement depends not only on the wholesale migration
of recent humans from a single source, but also on the com-
plete isolation of archaic humans before this dispersal event.
The demonstration that we cannot substantiate any isolation
between ancient regions directly weakens the hypothesis of
replacement by showing that the geographic source popu-
lation for recent humans, in the genetic sense, must extend
across more than one ancient region of the world. Even if
substantial migrations occurred during the Late Pleistocene,
the genetic background of this expanding population reflects
a prior equilibrium population with migration from several
regions. This genetic continuity should be considered by re-
searchers who compare recent and ancient groups. Our anal-
ysis suggests strongly that the observations of Relethford
(1995), who examines the differences of recent human groups
in terms of an equilibrium migration model with much larger
population size in Africa than in other regions, provide an
appropriate basis for understanding the genetic differentiation
of recent and ancient humans.
In summary, our study demonstrates clearly that no special
explanations or phenomena are required to account for the
evolution of certain characters in Pleistocene Europeans that
have been described as ‘‘distinctive’’ in this population. The
hypothesis that this population was connected to other pop-
ulations by gene flow during the Pleistocene has not been
rejected by morphological evidence. This finding is consis-
tent with molecular evidence from ancient DNA sequence
variation, which shows a higher divergence between Nean-
dertals and recent humans than among recent humans alone,
but a threefold lower divergence than would be expected if
these groups had diverged before the Late Pleistocene (Krings
et al. 1997, 1999). It is also consistent with morphological
evidence for genetic exchanges between Europeans and other
populations after 40,000 years ago (Frayer 1993). A simple
and homogeneous model of gene flow at levels equal to recent
humans between populations of unchanging sizes is without
doubt too simple to fully describe the evolution of Pleistocene
humans. We have every reason to believe that different hu-
man populations have experienced different selective, envi-
ronmental, and demographic histories. Nevertheless, using
the currently available data, as slim as they are in places, we
are able to say with confidence that the morphological dif-
ferences present between Neandertals and other populations
are not the result of complete isolation of Europe from other
regions. They do not have to be attributed to the genetic
isolation of a unique Neandertal lineage. They are compatible
with an antiparallelist explanation of selection and genic ex-
changes, and the results of isolation by distance across the
broad range of territories occupied by the human species—
in other words, Multiregional evolution.
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